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Veteran video game composers Cris Velasco and Sascha Dikiciyan score the apocalyptic game Hellgate:

London using orchestral, rock, and eerie sound design elements, resulting in a score that is filled with

action, horror, and redemption. 13 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Ambient, CLASSICAL: Film Music Details:

Cris Velasco and Sascha Dikiciyan are two of the most in-demand composers in the video game industry

today, having scored 12 game titles in the past year alone. Their unique fusion of cutting-edge electronica

and cinematic orchestra can be heard in such games as Haze, Splinter Cell 4, Spy Hunter: Nowhere to

Run, and Hellgate: London among many others. Since partnering in 2005, Velasco and Dikiciyan have

garnered critical acclaim for their versatility and fearlessness of pushing the boundaries of music  whether

its composing an elegant string arrangement, dramatic orchestral score, hard-hitting rock tracks or raw

electronic beats. As artists and musicians, Dikiciyan and Velasco are constantly evolving, well versed in

navigating the dynamic gaming environment and incorporating the latest technologies and tools into their

work. They have formed strategic partnerships with Native Instruments, Steinberg, Audio Impressions

and M-Audio. A testament to their wide-ranging skills as composers, the scope of their music also

reaches beyond gaming and into the advertising, music and feature film arenas. Velasco writes original

soundtracks for independent films and scores commercials for high-profile clients such as Toyota, Disney,

Patron, Glad, and Mattel. His music has been used by New Wave Entertainment, NFL Films,

Nickelodeon, the NBA, and the Family Channel, to name a few. Dikiciyan produces original dance music

and remixes under the name Toksin, winning BPM Magazines Remix contest with his original

re-production of BTs anthem, Communicate, and collaborating with some of the worlds most respected

and renowned vocalists and producers in dance music. He also composed original music for the Damian

Neiman-directed film Shade starring Gabriel Byrne, Sylvester Stallone, Jamie Foxx and Melanie Griffith.

People who are interested in should consider this download.
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